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quite appreciable amounts of thallium may be absorbed by gold on reaching the equilibrium state (/.<'., on annealing the brittlcness should disappear). <Jold dissolves in thallium crystals only to a small extent.
The thallium-gold eiiiectic melts at a lower temperature than any other alloy of gold except, amalgam, A very small quantity of thallium causes a long pasty stage in the solidification of gold, terminating at 131°.
Gold and Tin. -Mathiessen,1 Von Maey,- Le. (Jhatclieiy* and OuerUcr * have investigated the electrical and oilier physical properties of these alloys, while I he electrochemical properties have been observed by Eaoult,5 Mylius and Kromm,a Laurie,7 and Le (.lhatelier. One interesting feature of the curve shotting the relationship between the electro-chemical potential and the concentration is that on passing the point cone-monding to a composition represented by AuSn there is a greater increase in the potential than one would be led to expect, for this alloy. Ileyeoek and Neville8 studied the effect i»f small additions of gold never exceeding 4 per cent.—-on the melting puint of pure tin. They found that It) per cent, of Au lowers the melting point of tin bv I«S ' (!.
Voxel's*1 curve of thermal equilibrium is given in Fig. 23. He has also compared the curve with fhecurvesof (1) electrical conductivity (Mathiessc.n), (2) electro-chemical potential (Laurie), (3) specific volume, to the first two of which reference has already been ma.de. From the melting point of pun*. W*ld the liquiduM fulls very sharply to a euteetie at 280° 0. (A, Fig. 23), and 2U per cent, tin. In this range there separate primary crystals of gold, surrounded by mixed crystals of gold and tin, together with small portions of cut erf ic. The curve ri.se.s again to a maximum, B, at 418' (!. and 37*03 per cent, tin, denoting a compound with the formula, AuSn, which separates in round dendritic crystals. Another euteetic appears at 217° (.). and i)() per <¥**nf. fin, the point (!, two breaks occurring intermediately at 308° and Ijn per cent., and *Jf)M (!, and 80 per cent. tin. In addition to the compound AuSn. two cithers, AuStu and AuSnp have been detected, and are formed <m pcneuteeJfc horizontals at. (he two breaks at. 308" (.), and 258" U. respectively.
The compound AuSn is formed with slight, dilatation of the volume of the ri*m'Un«,» mix! tire, ft 1ms a metallic., silver -grey appearance, and is hard lull brittle, Its electrical conductivity is greater than that of all other gold tin alloys, except thos<» with U5 per cent, or more of gold, and it is very rt^bliitit to jtcids,
AuSiia i.H dm!i»j»umh<'d by its characteristically Iarge»siml crystals. At 31IH if und'Tiioi's u t nuisfornmt ion into AuSn and a funed alloy, as follows :~-10
AnSiijj ^ tKWJ AuSn and fused alloy (0-103 Au and 1-403 Sn).
AuSri| HNNinitf*H a brown colour under the influence of nitric, acid, whereas AuSiu tt'iuuifttt uiuitfucked.
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